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Bugfixes
INFORMATION
When opening a project with the new version (2021-22.20), projects of the directly
previous version (2021-22.13)
are converted and can no longer be opened with the previous version
[ ] Single-User
[x] Multi-User
are not converted and can still be opened with the previous version
[x] Single-User
[ ] Multi-User
COM Registration
[ ] the COM library has been changed and should be registered again
(start the program as ADMIN using „E3.series.exe /register“)

The bug fixes are sorted and listed by designer number(s). This enables you, for example, to
easily search for bugs reported to our support office.

Designer-08591
Designer-39514
Designer-39660
Designer-39696
Designer-39723
Designer-39807
Designer-39890
Designer-39984
Designer-39991
Designer-40020
Designer-40031
Designer-40039
Designer-40044
Designer-40090
Designer-40094

Query when saving after a change in a model whether all components
using this model should be updated, although the changes in the model are
not structure-relevant for the component
Settings - Connection - Cores / Wires - move core ends: Selection in
pulldown menu in Japanese environment incorrect
Customize "Context menu" in DBE does not work or must not be offered
Transformed graphic not displayed correctly after DXF export
In the tab "Pins" and "Calculation" in the component properties of a block
connector, the info column does not contain the connector name.
Structure blocks cannot be copied
A crash may occur when editing panel models if specific text fonts are used
that cannot be correctly converted as 3D fonts in 3D rendering
Crash when assigning an assembly component type to a dynamic assembly
where the assembly parts do not match
Better performance when switching options in a project with a lot of
formboard tables.
Workspace configuration saved if a script in E3 crashes and E3 is closed
Cables may not be merged when importing a subcircuit
Columns not visible in pin table

With the COM call 'GetWireHoseTubeStyle' there is no distinction if the wire
color is "black" or automatic
When automatically loading the end brackets of a terminal strip, the first
end bracket does not take on the attributes of the structure definition
Attribute texts (#1000) may disappear on the sheet after switching
elements in the tree
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Designer-40105
Designer-40106
Designer-40122
Designer-40124
Designer-40149
Designer-40160
Designer-40163
Designer-40164
Designer-40165
Designer-40166
Designer-40189
Designer-40191
Designer-40195
Designer-40200
Designer-40203
Designer-40224
Designer-40336

Cavity part component can be deleted even if still used in a component
Used preview or table symbol can be deleted with <yes>, even though still
used
COM: the call 'GetConnectionIds' returns too many connections
If the graphic of a mounting plate does not match the size of the mounting
plate, cable ducts and mounting rails may not be displayed in the 2D view
Texts on open terminal plan sheet not updated after moving end terminals
in panel or device tree
Message "I - Region not changed because it differs from database
definition" in DBE although the region is identical
COM: Text.CalculateBoxHeight() returns different values depending on line
breaks
Error message when moving block in tree (if device table is active)
Performance improvement while connecting in large E3.topology nets.
DBE - Not possible to create multiple numeric bus pins with same name
without closing pin assignment dialog after each change made
Switch cabinet - Faulty Fill grade calculation in specific cases
Wire color 0 cannot be assigned
Import subcircuit: Cores with the same name and with options / variants
are renamed during import
E3.ReportScripts: Table of Contents - Non-translatable texts, date edited
and editor missing in output on sheet since version 2021-22.1
Item validation may prevent import of a sub-circuit
Defined highlight color does not work for wire connections in control
cabinet/panel

No ascending/descending sorting in device tree for devices in dynamic
assemblies does not work

Additionally to the bug fixes we also have added some new / enhanced functionality
in this Patch

Designer-39943

COM: New call "Sym.MoveInteractively"/ enhanced Call
"Sym.PlaceInteractively" with which an already placed symbol is moved to
the cursor and can be placed interactively
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